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Abstract: This paper examines the true causes of systematic failures of real-world access control within the context of modern business transactions. Today’s business transactions depend heavily on systems that were developed and protected by off-the-shelf, checklist-mentality security technologies/products such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems and anti-virus software. This dependency, as well as the oversight of system level security requirements, frequently leads to incorrect and incomplete security implementation at the business process and transaction levels. To fully illustrate the critical issues faced by today’s system, this paper utilizes a real-life cyber crime case for analytical purposes. This case was successfully prosecuted by a jury trial at the US Federal Court in Seattle during the period of 1999-2000. It revealed many fatal system security failures and business process trust collapses in an environment involving multiple online web-based systems. The paper then shows how such failures are directly attributed from the inappropriate application of technologies/products based on false assumptions of trust, as well as the lack of appropriate security engineering process during the systems development phase. Observations and recommendations are also made regarding what can be done to enhance security and trust requirements at the levels of business transactions and processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern day system development has become increasingly complex and this has led to the common approach of relying heavily on the integration of “off-the-shelf” components.

When systems are constructed in this manner, security functionalities, if addressed at all, also frequently end up being simply “off-the-shelf” component-based solutions. This “checklist-mentality” treats security as a second-class citizen and defines it merely as the sum of security functionalities of all products to be integrated into the system. For the purpose of expediency and convenience, security is usually not tightly integrated into overall system architecture from the start. Two critical questions continue to be ignored. – Is the sum of parts equal to the total? Can security be simply treated as a last minute add-on or should it be part of the entire solution and thus be integrated into the system engineering process?

This paper explores the security implications that result from this prevalent “box integration” and “off-the-shelf” integration approach. The paper will demonstrate that although security components such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS) may be effective in safeguarding building block system components, they are grossly inadequate for safeguarding the business processes that these systems intend to implement. The sum of the parts is not equal to the whole.

This paper further asserts that “box integration” methodology and “off-the-shelf” security applications make significant, unfounded assumptions about the business processes that they attempt to implement. The paper will examine these assumptions and propose a more effective approach to address modern system security requirements. In this approach, security is evaluated, designed and implemented within the context of higher, more abstract layers within the system (i.e., business process) where suitable visibility and knowledge of
the processes and transactions they are intended to protect is available.

Using a real-life case analysis, this paper demonstrates by example where significant business systems, built using “box integration” methodology and “off-the-shelf” security applications, have failed and how the violations went undetected by the system operators. In this particular case, the system failures resulted in millions of dollars of damages and untold numbers of identity theft cases.

2. WEB BROWSER AND WEB SERVER PERSPECTIVES – OPEN SYSTEMS ASSUMPTIONS

Beneath the reality of on-line business transactions, all tangible communication protocols, including HTTP and HTTPS, represent nothing more than a stream of bits formatted according to a specification.

![Fig.1 Web Server Perspective of Web Browsers](image)

Most protocols, including HTTP and HTTPS, were specifically designed to permit interoperability between the different components that implement the same protocols. These are known as the “open” systems. From the web server’s perspective, the web browser is nothing more than the bit stream it produces. The web server cannot distinguish between different browser implementations provided that the protocol-based bit streams generated are equivalent. Fig.1 illustrates the reality from the web server’s perspective.

A similar case may also be stated from the web browser’s perspective: web servers that generate identical protocol bit streams are indistinguishable from one another. Indeed, multiple implementations of web browsers and servers co-exist and most of them work happily together most of the time.

Two common assumptions are being made here. Anything that communicates like a web browser is likely a web browser. These assumptions carry a significant implication on how a system is assembled in the first place.

3. STATE – WEB SESSIONS

Both web servers and browsers incorporate means of implementing “states” to implement the concept of “web sessions” in support of higher level “business transaction sessions”. “Web sessions”, for example, can be achieved through the use of cookies or by identifiers that are generated on the fly and embedded in script code for a given session.

“State” is just that, something to be maintained, something to be stored. Browsers frequently maintain cookies and page content within a cache. How state is maintained is irrelevant to the protocol and is invisible to the web-peers (browser or server). However, how the state is maintained has significant security implications particularly at the higher, more abstract levels of business processes. There is a requirement for a trusted representation and processing of state for a transaction to take place.

Thus, a common assumption being made here is that anything that maintains a correct, consistent, & logical state-based transaction is assumed to be a truthful and legitimate transaction partner.

4. HTTP AND HTTPS SECURITY

Security has been incorporated in several forms within HTTP and HTTPS environments such as X.509, SSL, TLS and PKCS11. All of these are security bolt-ons; largely afterthoughts to HTTP.

X.509, SSL, TLS and PKCS11 represent protocol specifications and all of them come in various implementations. The specific storage, handling, implementation and governing policy of security elements such as cryptographic keys, cryptographic methods and encryption ciphers are only known where they are implemented. Implementation details cannot be known, verified or trusted by the peer.

If a web server sees a bunch of bits on the wire that appear trustworthy (for example, encapsulated within SSL), then it will, in the absence of other knowledge, unknowingly treat them as trustworthy. This does not mean that the web client is trustworthy; it only means that it generated a sequence of bits that the server blindly trusts.

The applications conveniently and falsely assume that secure communication implies trusted identities and legitimate transactions.
5. VIRTUAL WEB BROWSER

Web servers, or rather the designers of web-based systems, assume that web browsers are human-driven at the other end of the wire. This is another unfounded assumption since the web server has no trustworthy means of verifying that there really is a human in front of a browser.

If a browser correctly implements the HTTP, HTTPS (etc.) protocol specifications and generates the appropriate security bits then the server cannot distinguish between bits resulting from human interaction and those synthesized entirely in the absence of a human, i.e., automated, or scripted. This represents a significant security and trust gap in web-based systems where the intent is to provide secure, trustworthy services to humans. When an online transaction system is designed, such security considerations should be taken into account from the start. In the “box-integration” approach, such considerations are often neglected and never considered.

Therefore, a virtual web browser can be built to implement HTTP and HTTPS protocols, maintain state, and incorporate security features such as X.509, SSL and TLS. It is also possible for such a browser to interpret the bit stream received from a web server and synthesize user actions such as filling in a form or pressing a button.

6. SYNTHETIC USERS

Web proxies and relays have been developed as a means of bridging between routable and un-routable Internet Protocol (IP) address spaces as well as providing firewall capability. Web proxies and relays can both be constructed to mask the true origin of the web traffic. The web server’s view of the web client is thus further obscured. These intermediate, “apparent traffic” origins can also be used by criminal elements to mask routes tracing back to sources of undesirable activity. The usage of web proxies and relays can further amplify the deployment and effectiveness of “virtual web browsers”, permitting a single virtual browser backend to mimic the behaviour of a large number of “human” users. If web proxies and relays are suitably distributed across the network, then traffic from the originating backend blends very well with traffic from legitimate human-based browser activities. Under such circumstances, activities generated from the “virtual browser synthetic users” become almost undetectable. Detection attempts can be further hindered if the intermediate relays/proxies are chosen from a large pool of widely distributed systems.

7. VIRTUAL MESSAGING

Numerous “free” web-based email services exist. These include for example, Yahoo!, Gmail and Hotmail to name a few.

A feature-rich messaging system can be constructed using the virtual web browser and “free” email services. Such a messaging system can:

- Create and manipulate web-mail accounts
• Send, receive, parse and otherwise process messages
• Utilize a database system to maintain user context, as well as message context, message content, web session and business transaction states.

Use of intermediate web proxies/relays allows the messaging system to appear as multiple “human” users. Traffic and user-activity resulting from the synthetic users easily goes undetected by the email service provider.

One fatal assumption is being made here -- a logical sequence of email messages validates the legality and trustworthiness of an on-line transaction.

8. VIRTUAL PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS

There are numerous web-payment services in existence today. These services frequently associate a bank account or credit card to an internet identity. Their intent is to facilitate the transfer of funds between parties conducting business online. The “PayPal” online payment system is an example.

The virtual browser can be used to create an automated payment system. It can incorporate features that:

• Create and manipulate accounts
• Associate personal information with the account such as credit card number, bank account and branch information, billing address, mailing address, and email address
• Address the transfer of money
• Limit money transfers to less than the $500 threshold thereby defeating other security measures
• Work in conjunction with multiple web proxy/relay systems to create a large number of synthetic users
• Work with a backend database coupled with a messaging subsystem to emulate these synthetic users

With an appropriately constructed virtual browser, traffic generated by these synthetic users is again indistinguishable from human users.

9. VIRTUAL PAYMENT TRIGGER MECHANISM

A virtual browser, along with the synthetic users that it implements, can be used to trigger payment transactions.

Ebay is a very well known and successful web auction service. A seller places items for sale. These items are then subjected to bids from prospective purchasers. Both the seller and purchasers are registered with the auction service. The prospective purchaser who places the highest bid “wins” & “buys” the item when the auction concludes. The conclusion of the auction triggers a payment transaction between the seller and buyer.

A virtual browser can be constructed for fake auction services. It can include features that:

• Create and manage accounts (for both buyers and sellers)
• Associate email addresses and physical delivery addresses with the account, maintained and managed by a database.

The virtual browser now represents typical users of the web system. If the virtual browser also has the ability to:

• Create auctions
• Add bidders
• Automate bidding
• Automate payment at auction close, and
• Automate buyer and seller feedback

Then, the virtual browser, combined with proxy/relay intermediates that give the appearance of multiple, legitimate, synthetic users, can literally create, manage and pay for items that do not even need to exist.

10. VIRTUAL BUSINESS REALITY

The user enrollment procedures of web services such as email, payment and auctions are based on users’ goodwill rather than founded on trust or verifiable security models. The basic assumption of the individuals who designed these systems is that users will be well behaved.

In reality, this is a weak basis upon which a system designer should make assumptions regarding the trustworthiness of end users. Systems based on these assumptions will fail if subjected to web traffic created by synthetic users.

If the capabilities of the email, payment and transaction processing are combined, then a system that automates fraudulent money laundering is created. The participating web service providers would not be aware of their involvement in the scheme beyond seeing an increase in network traffic and system activity. There is very little that today’s
IDS (Intrusion Detection Systems) can do to help. The payment services provider might notice an increase in fraud, but fraud is part of their business cost model and is often covered by insurance or contract clauses. Fig.4 illustrates such a combined “virtual” business.

Given the potential of the significant quantities of money that can be laundered in this way, it should come as no surprise that such an incident has already happened. During 1999-2000, eBay, PayPal (still a separate company from eBay at that time) and several web-email providers were involved in just such a crime.

The criminal activity was prosecuted successfully by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the U.S. Department of Justice in September 2001 in the case United States v. Gorshkov.

11. CRIMINAL CASE AND ITS EVOLUTION

The evidence also contained numerous Perl programming language software scripts and temporary file residuals resulting from their execution. The Perl scripts implemented a virtual web browser and were customized for email, auction and payment functions.

The Perl scripts appeared in numerous forms of developmental evolution ranging from simple connection test scripts, SSL connection test scripts with embedded links to X.509 certificates through to connectivity to a fully integrated backend database.
Thousands of email addresses were mined from the seized evidence. These addresses were correlated to activity at a web email service provider.

The Ebay auction scripts represented a full-function user account creation/management and auction creation/bid/close capability. The auction management capability also included a feature that limited transactions to below the $500 PayPal threshold. Support for the automated generation of Ebay buyer and seller feedback was also incorporated. The $500 threshold check and automated feedback represent a deliberate “fly below the radar” strategy.

The PayPal scripts demonstrated the capability of being able to create and manipulate PayPal accounts. The PayPal accounts were associated with stolen credit card information.

The ingenuity of the Perl scripts also provided clear evidence of the suspects’ in-depth understanding of the operation of the email, PayPal and Ebay web servers. All of these systems had been carefully analyzed and effectively reverse engineered by the suspects. Not only were the systems understood in terms of implementation technology but also in terms of business level transactions and the relation between these systems and others with which they had interaction.

The nature of the computer intrusion attack methodology is also noteworthy. We frequently hear that attacks follow an intelligence and reconnaissance phase. Intrusion Detection Systems typically report sensor events during reconnaissance probes (e.g., port scans).

The intelligence phase of these attacks consisted of assembling a long list of potential target systems. *There was no need to initiate reconnaissance probes.* One-click “attack/compromise/subvert” scripts were developed. These scripts targeted known and “as-yet unknown” (i.e., unpublished) vulnerabilities and fully automated the installation of trojan-horse software, root kits, web proxies/relays as well as the search, gathering and retrieval of information contained on the compromised system and the network to which it was attached to. The targeting of the “as-yet unknown” vulnerabilities highlights the limitations of today’s IDS and anti-virus systems which are primarily based on the “20-20 hindsight” band-aid approach and working at the wrong level of abstraction. It also highlights the fallacy that there is benefit in keeping unpublished security vulnerabilities secret until patches are available.

**12. CASE DEVELOPMENT AND OBSERVATIONS**

The analysis of seized evidence and victim data was a time consuming activity that spanned approximately one year.

A methodology is involved in the digital forensic engineering process for evidence analysis, scenario development, evidence re-construction and case building. First, evidence analysis led to the creation of a hypothetical system model that accounted for seized evidence, victim evidence, and victim observed activity and event times.

The model was subjected to continuous validation such as “Can the presence of a backend database be substantiated?”, “Can Ebay verify that feedback generated by the Ebay virtual browser Perl script exists within their systems?”, “Can the email provider verify the addresses that have been mined from evidence?”. These validations helped to confirm the model as well as further identify and reveal the extent of the criminal activity.

The model, seized data and victim related activity or knowledge led to the following observations:

- Numerous web service operators were not aware of their participation in the crime
- The free email service providers remarked that they had experienced heavy traffic but were otherwise also unaware of their involvement in the crime.
- Web service user enrollment (i.e. subscriber verification) and identity verification procedures were revealed to be inadequate.
- The use of unidirectional SSL, whereby the server blindly trusts the client, allowed the virtual browser to assume multiple, false, unverified identities.
- User certificates, if generated, were not “bound” to a trusted device by a trustworthy enrollment process. The virtual browser employed whatever technology necessary (i.e. X.509 certificates, SSL and bi-directional SSL) to masquerade as an undetectable, *synthetic* user.
- PayPal was continuously subjected to substantial fraud losses. Since the majority of all of their payment activity was triggered by Ebay auction transactions, and they blindly trusted that all the Ebay transactions they received were valid, these transactions would probably have been viewed like all others – ‘as a good thing’.
Ebay noted that traffic was heavy but otherwise they were unaware of the fraudulent auctions that were taking place. They were shocked when they learned that even the seller and buyer “feedback” auction features had been exploited.

Ebay participants naively believe that “feedback” is a measure of trust. Subversion of the feedback mechanism by the generation of automated fake buyer and seller “feedback” entries underscores the point that feedback is solely based upon Ebay participant goodwill. There was absolutely nothing trustworthy about Ebay feedback.

One of the suspects was subsequently brought to trial in Seattle in September 2000.

It should be noted that, during the court proceedings, the model that was developed to account for the seized evidence, victim data and criminal activities was presented and accepted as a major part of the total body of evidence. Other facts revealed during the trial include:

- Approximately 56,000 stolen credit cards (identities) were involved
- An unknown, significant number of proxy/relay systems were deployed
- Damages in excess of $USD 25,000,000 were inflicted

The accused was ultimately convicted by the jury on all twenty charges and subsequently sentenced to jail time.

13. CONCLUSIONS

Many assumptions are being made in modern large-scale system construction. Most are simply the result of natural technology evolution and some are inherited from the old computing paradigms. These assumptions are highly implicit and very much obscured to the system owners.

Following the old model of “security as a last minute add-on”, people build systems, discover security vulnerabilities and, only then, patch them. Assumptions are conveniently assumed to be true until they are proven to be false. However, as illustrated by the case in this paper, many of the old assumptions are simply breaking apart. The reality is that systems constructed using tools and building blocks does not necessarily equate to a well-built and secure system. There is an urgent need to carefully examine many critical system design and construction issues from a more systematic approach. Without this, next-generation business transaction models (e.g. virtual enterprise and online banking/auctions) will remain very much at risk.

**Sensors are limited in their visibility.** Businesses that provide web services such as email, payment and auction have severely limited abilities to detect their users’ participation in such illegal activities because their ability to observe is well constricted within their own domains. This constraint holds true in both computing and business contexts. Not having the sensors in the right place or not sampling data at the right time within an on-line business transaction system guarantees that unusual behavior will go undetected. In fact, improper placement of sensors can convey the false impression that everything is normal and “safe”. The problem is exacerbated for highly distributed and complex systems. This mismatch of detection and application architecture is a direct result of the “box-integration” approach.

**Sensors and security applications are at the wrong level of abstraction.** As the above case clearly illustrated, neither today’s neither network-based nor host-based intrusion detection systems can be of much value in this kind of real-life transaction-level intrusion. The old paradigm (assumption) of securing the platforms (network, operating system) to secure the content (data, transaction) is failing. Consequently, sensors suitable for the platforms (network and host-based IDS) are not necessarily appropriate for detection at the application and transaction levels.

Many off-the-shelf security applications are designed to address security problems within the network protocols, network stack and operating systems (buffer overflow, file system, virus). However, the security of the server is a totally different matter from the security of the transactions or business processes that the server is intended to support. Off-the-shelf security applications do not have any visibility or knowledge of business processes and transactions. They were never intended to, and are unable to, provide protection at this level. Therefore assumptions regarding their ability to do so are simply not valid. Trust is assumed where it should not have been and as a consequence business processes are left vulnerable and prone to failure. This absence of security is a critical design failure. Systems constructed in this manner can be completely subverted without being compromised. They can also place their operators within a criminal context.
What is not observed can never be seen. If a business process is not monitored at a level of abstraction corresponding to the abstraction level of the business process then all activity at that level, especially the unusual, goes undetected. This principle is well understood within the banking community where systems incorporate transaction models, audit logs and monitors.

System development methodology must incorporate security as part of overall system engineering process from the very beginning of the system design. The security engineering process must be able to clearly capture the requirements, design, implementation and maintenance of the system. In such a manner, the process explicitly addresses requirements such as adequate observables and monitoring of business processes for transactions that relate to business process trustworthiness. The process must also specify the transaction trust issues and risk management processes. Protection of the server, operating system or file-system should form part of the security requirements, but is not adequate by itself given the complexities of today's business processes.

Algorithms used within off-the-shelf IDS systems might be entirely appropriate for use at the business process and transaction levels provided that they could be modified to understand abstract business process and transaction models. Such modifications would be business process specific and therefore not conform to the “security-checklist mentality” design methodology. It would also require system designers to develop rich business process and transaction models of their systems. These models would need to incorporate high-level representations of threat scenarios.

Business processes, especially those relating to user enrollment procedures, need to be seriously considered when designing systems that are intended to be used solely by humans. Automated fraud and money laundering systems have been proven feasible.
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